Status of draft

- Currently in IESG Review
  - Recently resolved / .well-known registration
  - New version (-14) to be posted by end of week (already on Github)

- Successful AD, ART, and IESG review so far
  - Many editorial changes
  - Several minor normative changes
-9 and -10 changes (AD Review)

■ Several editorial changes throughout.

■ Adjusted TLS usage recommendations.
  - *Recommended against use of TLS 1.3 0-RTT*

■ Added more detailed document reference to Security Considerations.
-11 Changes (ART Review)

- Updated TLS section to reference RFC 7525.

- Reduced severity of requirements around the “/” resource.
  - Now allows implementations that do not support RFC 6546 to handle “/” as they wish.

- Fixed inconsistencies in examples and schemas.

- Changed use of IRIs to URIs.
  - Allows for greater consistency with current implementations

- Editorial changes throughout.
-12 and -13 changes (IESG Review)

- Many editorial and minor changes/fixes.
- Additional examples fixed
  - Changed “http:” to “https:”
- Updated keywords/terminology boilerplate
  - Updated to BCP 14
- Reduced requirements imposed on security consortiums.
  - Security consortiums can adjust security features to their needs.
-14 Changes

- Removed /.well-known registrations
  - ROLIE Discovery draft on the way
  - Updated examples to reflect this

- Fixed minor name spacing errors in RNC schema

- All blocking issues resolved! (Hopefully!)
Way Forward - ROLIE

- ROLIE Discovery draft to allow for automated ROLIE discovery
  - Separate draft allows ROLIE core document to progress in meantime

- Thanks everyone for their reviews, comments, advice, and contributions to the document!
Way Forward - Extensions

- Updates to Software Descriptor and CSIRT ROLIE extensions.
  - *Please review recent changes*

- New format for extensions, work on an extension template progressing.
  - *Should this template go on the MILE wiki?*
CSIRT Extension – Issues for Review

■ RID Requirements and the “/” Resource
  - Proposal A: Remove the requirement entirely.
  - Proposal B: Remove normative requirement, provide recommendations and guidance around supporting both ROLIE and RID.

■ IODEF Specific Requirements
  - These requirements originate from an older version of ROLIE (-01). They need further review given changes made to the ROLIE core.